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VERTHEPASTDECADES,CARSHAVE
slowly transformed from the kinds of
mechanics Henry Ford might have
imagined to computers on wheels.
That change has brought a wave of
digital innovations–chiefamongthem,
autonomous driving. Self-driving and
-parkingcarsarealreadyareality,butin
2015wewillencountersomethingwith
afargreater impact: thedriverlesscity.

Although the first autonomous cars
date back to the late 20th century,
recent increases in sophistication
and reductions in cost of computing
and sensing – such as cheap LiDAR
(light detection and ranging) systems,
whichareable to “see”a street in3D in
a similar way to the human eye – have
brought driverless cars to the road.
In January 2015 the UK will allow the
first driverless cars on public roads.
By 2050, virtually all vehicles could be
self driving, according to a 2014 IHS
Automotivereportprophetically titled
“AutonomousCars–Not If,ButWhen”.
But what are the meaningful benefits
of self-driving?Will autonomous cars
havemoreofanimpactthano�eringthe
luxuryofreadingabook,takinganapor
guiltlessly textingwhile on themove?

Farmore interestingthantheauton-
omous car is its scene and its system –
the street itself. Self-driving vehicles
will make a dramatic impact at the

EXERCISE
ON YOUR
SCREEN
Kids will be able
to play on-screen
games and
exercise outside
at the same time
if Hybrid Play’s
system achieves
its $160,000
Indiegogo
funding target by
2015. The device,
which comprises
accelerometers,
gyroscopes
and IR sensors,
wirelessly turns
swings, slides
and see-saws
into games
controllers that
link via Bluetooth
to another child’s
smartphone.

DRIVERLESS
CITIES SPEED UP
Your car is on the cusp of driving you to work by itself – and

as long as you don’t mind sharing, it’ll drive your neighbours, too

By Carlo Ratti and Matthew Claudel
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urban scale when they operate as a

vehicle ecosystem, promising to blur

the distinction between private and

publicmodesoftransportation.“Your”

car could give you a lift to work in the

morningandthen,ratherthanidlingina

parking lot,givearidetosomeoneelse.

Apaperby theMIT’sSMARTFuture

Urban Mobility team suggests that

the mobility demands of a city such

as Singapore – potentially host to the

world’s first publicly accessible fleet

of self-drivingcars–couldbemetwith

30 per cent of its existing vehicles.S
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Furthermore, other researchers in the

same group suggest that this number

could be cut by another 40 per cent if

passengers traveling similar routes

werewilling to shareavehicle (proven

through an analysis of New York taxi

shareabilitynetworks).Pictureit:acity

whereeveryonecantravelondemand,

while removing four cars out of five.

Such operational efficiencies will

start tobeseen in2015. In the longrun,

pervasiveself-drivingcandramatically

cut the cost of mobility infrastructure

and the embodied energy associated

with building and maintaining it.

Tomorrow’s autonomous vehicleswill

prompt another wave of innovation,

from road capacity optimisation to

intersectionmanagement;autonomous

fleetswill slashtravel time, congestion

and environmental impact. Real-time

data planning and smart routing will

enableamoreintelligentcohesivetrans-

portationnetwork.Smartintersections

are a key case study – algorithmically

weavingtra�cflowsseamlesslywithout

lights,aslanes“magically”passthrough

one another andavoid collision.

There are nonetheless obstacles to

widespread adoption. To guarantee

that our streets remain as safe – or

safer – than they are today, various

redundancies will have to be intro-

duced toensure that if onecomponent

fails, another automatically takes

over. Although rarer, tra�c accidents

wouldstill beapossibility, demanding

a redefinition of insurance and liabil-

ities (one that could fuel that great

American pastime of suing for years

tocome).Finally, thereisthefreshissue

of digital security: we are all familiar

withvirusescrashingourcomputers…

but what if the same virus crashes

our cars? Although urgent, none of

these issues are insurmountable. The

race foradriverless city starts in2015.

Carol Ratti andMatthew Claudel are,

respectively, director and research

fellow at MIT’s SENSEable City Lab

NEW
TRADE
ROUTES
China will still figure large in the
production of goods – but
the manner by which they reach
western consumers will change

By Ben Hammersley

ANGUAGE MAY CHANGE, BUT
roads tend to stay the same. In the

centuries before the phrase “the Silk

Road” brought thoughts of illicit

Tor-network markets and swapping

bitcoins for drugs and guns, the term

would invoke thehistoryof trade from

ChinatoEurope.Wagons fromtheeast

of China would carry spices, silk and

supplies over6,300kilometres, across

their country, through the deserts of

centralAsia, intoPersiaandeventually

to the Black Sea, thence to Italy and

the west. A route trodden since the

third century, it linked China, India,

Persia, Arabia and Europe. A source of

treasures, tea and cultural exchange.

Today,China’smainexport isn’t silk,

but technology. As the slogan on the

back of Apple products proudly puts

it, “Designed by Apple in California,

Assembled in China,” your average

phone, laptop,tabletorconsole ismade

there. But although Chinese factories

P O L I T E S C A N S
-

A graphene-based light detector,
developed by the University of

Maryland, will be able to detect hidden
weapons on a person, without

revealing details of their body surface.
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